It aims to convert the original textual data in a data-mining-ready structure, where the most significant text-features that serve to differentiate between textcategories are identified. Broadly speaking, textual data pre-processing techniques can be divided into three groups: (i) linguistic, (ii) statistical, and (iii) hybrid (i) & (ii). With regard to language-independent TC, our study relates to the statistical aspect only. The nature of textual data pre-processing includes: Document-base Representation (DR) and Feature Selection (FS). In this paper, we propose a hybrid statistical FS approach that integrates two existing (statistical FS) techniques, DIAAF (Darmstadt Indexing Approach Association Factor) and GSSC (Galavotti⋅Sebastiani⋅Simi Coefficient). Our proposed approach is presented under a statistical "bag of phrases" DR setting. The experimental results, based on the well-established associative text classification approach, demonstrate that our proposed technique outperforms existing mechanisms with respect to the accuracy of classification.
Introduction
Text mining is a promising topic of current research in data mining and knowledge discovery. It aims to extract various types of hidden, interesting, previously unknown and potentially useful knowledge from sets of collected textual data. In a natural language context, a given textual dataset is usually refined to produce a documentbase, i.e. a set of electronic documents that typically consists of thousands of documents, where each document may contain hundreds of words. One important aspect of text mining is Text Classification (TC) -"the task of assigning one or more predefined categories to natural language text documents, based on their contents" [10] . Broadly speaking, TC studies can be separated into two divisions: single-label that assigns exactly one pre-defined category to each "unseen" document; and multi-label that assigns one or more pre-defined category to each "unseen" document. With regard to single-label TC, two distinct approaches can be identified: Binary TC which in particular assigns either a pre-defined category or the complement of this category to each "unseen" document; and multi-class TC which simultaneously deals with all given categories and assigns the most appropriate category to each "unseen" document. This paper is concerned with the single-label multi-class TC approach.
Text mining requires the given document-base to be first pre-processed, where the (unstructured) original textual data is converted in a (structured) data-mining-ready format, and the most significant text-features that serve to differentiate between text categories are identified. Thus the entire process of TC, in general, can be identified as textual data (document-base) pre-processing plus traditional classification. Broadly speaking, textual data pre-processing techniques can be divided into three groups: (i) linguistic, (ii) statistical, and (iii) hybrid (i) & (ii). Both the linguistic and the hybrid aspects pre-process document-bases depending on the rules and/or regularities in semantics, syntax and/or lexicology of languages. Such techniques are designed with particular languages and styles of language as the target, and involve deep linguistic analysis. For the purpose of building a language-independent text classifier that can be applied to cross-lingual, multi-lingual and/or unknown lingual textual data collections, this paper is only concerned with the statistical aspect of textual data preprocessing.
In [17] the nature of textual data pre-processing is characterized as: Document-base Representation (DR) which designs an application oriented data model to precisely interpret a given document-base in an explicit and structured manner; and Feature Selection (FS) which extracts the most significant information (text-features) from the given document-base. In DR the Vector Space Model (VSM) [20] is considered appropriate for many text mining applications, especially when dealing with TC problems. The VSM is usually presented in a binary format, where "each coordinate of a document vector is zero (when the corresponding attribute is absent) or unity (when the corresponding attribute is present)" [14] . In TC, two common DR approaches that are used to define VSM are the "bag of words" and the "bag of phrases". The motivation for the latter approach is that phrases seem to carry more contextual and/or syntactic information than single words. In [22] Scheffer and Wrobel argue that the "bag of words" representation does not distinguish between "I have no objections, thanks" and "No thanks, I have objections", where the "bag of phrases" approach seems to deal with this kind of situation better. Hence the experimental work in this paper is designed with respect to the "bag of phrases" DR setting.
In theory, the textual attributes of a document can include every text-feature (word or phrase) that might be expected to occur in a given document-base. However, this is computationally unrealistic, so it requires some FS mechanism (during the preprocessing phase) to identify the key text-features that will be useful for a particular text mining application, such as TC. In the past, a number of approaches have been proposed for TC, under the heading of statistical FS. Two major ones are the Darmstadt Indexing Approach Association Factor (DIAAF) and the Galavotti⋅ Sebastiani⋅Simi Coefficient (GSSC). Other existing methods include: Relevancy Score (RS), Mutual Information (MI), etc.
Classification Rule Mining (CRM) is a well-established area in data mining and knowledge discovery for identifying hidden classification rules from a given classdatabase (i.e. usually a relational data table with a set of pre-defined class labels), the objective being to build a (rule based) classifier to categorize "unseen" data records. It should be noted that CRM refers to the rule based approach of the traditional classification problem. Approaches that are parallel to CRM include: probabilistic classification, support vector machine based classification, neural network based classification, etc. One CRM implementation mechanism is to employ association rule mining [1] methods to identify the desired classification rules, i.e. associative classification [2] . Coenen et al. [5] and Shidara et al. [24] indicate that results presented in the studies of [15, 16, 28] show that in many cases associative classification offers greater classification accuracy than other classification approaches, such as C4.5 [19] and RIPPER (Repeated Incremental Pruning to Produce Error Reduction) [7] .
In the past decade, associative classification has been proposed for application in TC (e.g. [6, 29] ). In [3] Antonie and Zaïane argue: an associative text classifier "is fast during both training and categorization phases", especially when handling large document-bases; and such classifiers "can be read, understood and modified by humans". In comparison, TC techniques other than the rule based, i.e. probabilistic based, support vector machine based, neural network based, etc., do not present the classifier in a human readable fashion, so that users do not see why the classification predictions have been made. Given the advantages offered by associative classification with respect to TC, this approach is adopted in our study to support the investigation of statistical (textual) data pre-processing for language-independent TC.
In this paper, we propose a statistical FS approach, which combines the ideas of DIAAF and GSSC mechanisms, namely Hybrid DIAAF/GSSC. The evaluation of Hybrid DIAAF/GSSC, under a statistical "bag of phrases" DR setting, is conducted using the TFPC (Total From Partial Classification) [5] associative classification algorithm; although any other associative classifier generator could equally well have been used. The experimental results demonstrate that Hybrid DIAAF/GSSC based textual data pre-processing approach outperforms alternative techniques with respect to the accuracy of classification. This in turn improves the performance of language-independent TC. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we describe the statistical "bag of phrases" DR approach. In section 3, we review the DIAAF and the GSSC statistical FS mechanisms. The Hybrid DIAAF/GSSC approach is proposed in section 4. Section 5 presents the experimental results. Finally our conclusions and open issues for further research are provided in section 6.
Statistical "Bag of Phrases" Document-Base Representation
In the "bag of phrases" DR approach, each element in a document vector represents a phrase describing an ordered combination of words appearing contiguously in sequence. Preliminarily, some definitions with regard to the statistical aspect are given as follows. ! Potential Significant Words: A potential significant word, also referred to as a key word, is a non-noise whose contribution value exceeds some user-specified threshold G. The contribution value of a word is a measure of the extent to which the word serves to differentiate between classes and can be calculated in a number of ways (noted as various statistical FS mechanisms).
!

Significant Words (G):
The first K words (i.e. the first k words for each predefined class) that are selected from the ordered list of potential significant words (in a descending manner based on their contribution value) are defined to be significant words. In [6] the authors (based on the above definitions) propose a statistical "bag of phrases" (DR) approach for TC, namely DelSNcontGO: phrases are Delimited by stop marks (S) and/or noise words (N), and (as phrase contents) made up of sequences of one or more significant words (G) and ordinary words (O); sequences of ordinary words delimited by stop marks and/or noise words that do not include at least one significant word (in the contents) are ignored. The experimental results presented in [6] show that DelSNcontGO performs well with respect to the accuracy of classification. In this paper, this statistical "bag of phrases" DR approach will be further concerned in the section of experimental results.
Statistical Feature Selection
Statistical FS techniques automatically compute a weighting score for each textfeature in a document. A significant text-feature can be identified when its weighting score exceeds a user-defined weighting threshold. Methods under this heading do not involve linguistic analysis but focus on some document-base statistics. With regard to TC, the common intuitions of various methods here can be described as: (i) the more times a text-feature appears in a class the more relevant it is to this particular class; and (ii) the more times a text-feature appears across the document-base in documents of all classes the worse it is at discriminating between the classes.
A number of mechanisms have been proposed in statistical FS. Two major statistical models can be identified: Darmstadt Indexing Approach Association Factor (DIAAF) and Galavotti⋅Sebastiani⋅Simi Coefficient (GSSC).
• DIAAF: The Darmstadt Indexing Approach (DIA) [11] was originally "developed for automatic indexing with a prescribed indexing vocabulary" [12] . In a machine learning context, Sebastiani [23] argues that this approach "considers properties (of terms, documents, categories, or pairwise relationships among these) as basic dimensions of the learning space". Examples of the properties include the length of a document, the frequency of occurrence between a text-feature and a class, etc.
One of the pair-wise relationships considered is the term-category relationship, noted as the DIA Association Factor (DIAAF) [23] , which can be applied to select significant text-features for TC problems. The calculation of the DIAAF score, and reported in [10] , can be specified in probabilistic form using:
where u h represents a text-feature in a given document-base
, and C i represents a set of documents (in !) labeled with a particular text-class. The DIAAF weighting score expresses the proportion of a feature's occurrence in the given class divided by a feature's document-base occurrence.
• GSSC: The GSS (Galavotti⋅Sebastiani⋅Simi) Coefficient defined in [13] represents the core calculation as well as a simplified variant of both the Chisquare Statistics (χ provide an explanation of the rationale to further refine the CC approach, and demonstrate that this very simple approach (GSSC) can produce a comparable performance to the χ 2 metric. The GSSC is defined in probabilistic form using:
where ¬u h represents a document that does not involve the feature u h , and ¬C i (! -C i ) represents the set of documents labeled with the complement of the predefined class C i .
Existing statistical FS techniques other than DIAAF and GSSC include: Mutual Information (MI), Relevancy Score (RS), etc. In this section, we further provide a brief review of MI and RS. Note that both MI and RS are referenced in the evaluation section of this paper (section 5).
• MI: Early work on Mutual Information (MI) can be found in [4, 9] . This statistical model is used to determine whether a genuine association exists between two textfeatures or not. In TC investigations, MI has been broadly employed in a variety of approaches to select the most significant text-features that serve to classify documents. The calculation of the MI score between a text-feature u h and a predefined text-class C i , as reported in [10] , is achieved in probabilistic form using:
This score expresses the proportion (in a logarithmic terms) of the probability with which the feature occurs in documents of the given class divided by the probability with which the feature occurs in the document-base.
• RS: The initial concept of Relevancy Score (RS) was introduced by Salton and Buckley [21] as relevancy weight. It aims to measure how "unbalanced" a textfeature (term) u h is across documents in a document-base ! with and without a particular text-class C i . Salton and Buckley define a term's relevancy weight as: "the proportion of relevant documents in which a term occurs divided by the proportion of nonrelevant items in which the term occurs". In [26] the idea of RS was proposed based on relevancy weight with the objective of selecting significant text-features in ! for the TC application. A term's relevancy score can be defined as: the number of relevant (the target text-class associated) documents in which a term occurs divided by the number of non-relevant documents in which a term occurs. Fragoudis et al. [10] and Sebastiani [23] show that the RS score can be calculated in probabilistic form using:
where d is a constant damping factor. In [26] the value of d was initialized as 1/6. For the simplicity, we choose 0 as the value of d in our study.
Proposed Statistical Feature Selection
With regard to language-independent TC, in this section, we introduce a new statistical FS technique. In the previous section, two statistical FS techniques DIAAF and GSSC were presented in detail. The newly proposed mechanism is a variant of the original GSSC approach that makes use of the DIAAF approach, namely Hybrid DIAAF/GSSC. Recall that the probabilistic formula for calculating the DIAAF score is given by:
Recall that the probabilistic formula for GSSC is:
Substituting each of the four probabilistic components in GSSC by its DIAAF related function, a DIAAF based formula is derived in a GSSC fashion:
An example of Hybrid DIAAF/GSSC score calculation is provided in Table 1 . Given a document-base ! containing 100 documents equally divided into 4 classes (i.e. 25 per class), and assuming that text-feature (word) u h appears in 30 of the documents, then the Hybrid DIAAF/GSSC score per class can be calculated as shown in the The algorithm for identifying significant text-features (i.e. key words in the current context, with regard to sections 2 -Potential Significant Words) in !, based on Hybrid DIAAF/GSSC, is given as follows:
Algorithm: Key Word Identification -Hybrid DIAAF/GSSC Input: (a) A document-base ! (the training part, where the noise words have been removed); (b) A user-defined significance threshold G; Output: A set of identified key words S KW ; Begin Algorithm: (1) S KW " an empty set for holding the identified key words in !; (2) C " catch the set of pre-defined text-classes within !; (3) W GLO " read ! to create a global word set, where the word document-base support supp GLO is associated with each word u h in W GLO ; (4) for each C i ∈ C do (5) W LOC " read documents that reference C i to create a local word set, where the local support supp LOC is associated with each word u h in W LOC ; (6) for each word u h ∈ W LOC do (7) contribution " (u h .supp LOC / u h .supp GLO 
if (contribution ≥ G) then (9) add u h into S KW ; (10) end for (11) end for (12) return (S KW );
End Algorithm
The intuition behind the Hybrid DIAAF/GSSC approach is:
1. The contribution of term u h for class C i tends to be high if the ratio of the class based term support to the document-base term support is high, 2. The contribution of term u h for class C i tends to be high if the ratio of the classcomplement based term support of non-appearance to the document-base term support of non-appearance is high, 3. The contribution of term u h for class C i tends to be high if the ratio of the classcomplement based term support to the document-base term support is low, and 4. The contribution of term u h for class C i tends to be high if the ratio of the class based term support of non-appearance to the document-base term support of nonappearance is low.
Experimental Results
This section presents an evaluation of the proposed statistical FS approach, using three well-known text collections (i.e. Usenet Articles, Reuters-21578 and MedLine-OHSUMED). The aim of this evaluation is to assess the approach with respect to the accuracy of classification in statistical "bag of phrases" DR setting. All evaluations described in this section were conducted using the TFPC 1 associative classification algorithm; although any other classifier generator could equally well have been used. All algorithms involved in the evaluation were implemented using the standard Java programming language. The experiments were run on a 1.87 GHz Intel(R) Core(TM)2 CPU with 2.00 GB of RAM running under the Windows Command Processor. For the experiments four individual document-bases (textual datasets) were used. Each was prepared/extracted (as a subset) from one of the above mentioned text collections. The preparation of Usenet Articles ("20 Newsgroups") based documentbases adopted the approach of Deng et al. [8] , where the entire collection was randomly split into two document-bases covering 10 classes each: 20NG.D10000.C10 and 20NG.D9997.C10. The preparation of Reuters-21578 and the MedLine-OHSUMED document-bases recalled the idea of Wang et al. [25] , where the Reuters.D6643.C8 and OHSUMED.D6855.C10 document-bases were generated.
The experiments reported below were designed to evaluate the proposed Hybrid DIAAF/GSSC FS approach, in comparison with alternative mechanisms (i.e. DIAAF, GSSC, MI, and RS), with regard to the DelSNcontGO statistical "bag of phrases" DR approach. Accuracy figures, describing the proportion of correctly classified "unseen" documents, were obtained using the Ten-fold Cross Validation (TCV). A support threshold value of 0.1% and a Lower Noise Threshold (LNT) value of 0.2% were used, as suggested in [6] . A confidence threshold value of 50% was used (as proposed in the published evaluations of a number of associative classification studies [5, 15, 28] ). The Upper Noise Threshold (UNT) value was set to 20%. The parameter K (maximum number of selected final significant words) was chosen to be 1,000. Note that the value of K was changed to be 900 instead of 1,000 for OHSUMED.D6855.C10. The reason to decrease the value of K here was that 1,000 selected final significant words generated more than 2 15 significant phrases; and, for reasons of computational efficiency, the TFPC associative classifier limits the total number of identified attributes 2 (significant phrases) to 2 15 . To ensure that there are enough candidate final significant (potential significant) words to be selected for each category, the G parameter was given a minimal value (almost zero) so that the G parameter could be ignored. The results presented in Table 2 are the classification accuracy values (obtained by different statistical FS mechanisms in the DelSNcontGO statistical "bag of phrases" DR setting), based on the 4 extracted/prepared document-bases. From Table 2 it can be seen that the proposed Hybrid DIAAF/GSSC mechanism outperforms other alternative approaches:
1. The number of instances of best classification accuracies obtained throughout the 4 document-bases can be ranked in order as: Hybrid DIAAF/GSSC (all cases), and DIAAF, GSSC, RS and MI (none of any case), which demonstrates the stability of Hybrid DIAAF/GSSC's good performance;
2. The average accuracy of classification throughout the 4 document-bases can be ranked in order as: Hybrid DIAAF/GSSC (81.51%), RS (81.31%), MI (81.28%), DIAAF (81.05%), and GSSC (0%), which shows the overall advantage of the proposed mechanism; and 3. The column of GSSC is shown with value '0' for all the records. The reason of this is that when applying the GSSC feature selection technique, with the TFPC associative text classifier, too many rules were generated thus causing computational difficulty and consequently no results were obtained.
Conclusions
This paper is concerned with an investigation of statistical feature selection for (single-label multi-class) language-independent text classification. A description of the statistical document-base representation in terms of "bag of phrases" was provided in section 2. Both the DIAAF and GSSC statistical FS approaches were reviewed in section 3. A new statistical FS technique (Hybrid DIAAF/GSSC) was consequently introduced in section 4, which integrates the ideas of DIAAF and GSSC. From the experimental results, it can be seen that the proposed Hybrid DIAAF/GSSC approach outperforms existing mechanisms regarding the DelSNcontGO (statistical) "bag of phrases" DR setting and the TFPC associative text classification. This in turn improves the performance of language-independent text classification. The results presented in this paper corroborate that the traditional text classification problem can be solved, with good classification accuracy, in a language-independent manner. Further research is suggested to identify the improved statistical textual data pre-processing approach in terms of (statistical) document-base representation and (statistical) feature selection, and improve the performance of language-independent text classification.
